Write the correct verb in each sentence of the story.

Fearless Fox ran over to ________________ the door of his hut. Zeke
to close firmly

Zebra and Ollie Ostrich were waiting for him. They were going to ________________
to run slowly

that morning. Fearless liked to ________________ with Zeke and Ollie. Each
to try to be the first one
time they started off, Fearless would ________________ loudly, "You can
to yell

not ________________ my running speed. I ________________ I will
to be the same
to use your mind

win today!" His friends would ________________ politely. Then they would
to hear

look at each other and grin. They knew Fearless did not ________________
to want or require
to win. They also knew he would not mind if he lost.

jog  listen  shut  need
match  race  think  shout